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Caunton Engineering is one of the UK’s leading steelwork contractors, fabricating in excess of 40,000 tonnes
per annum with a turnover in the region of £100m. Supported with over 50 years’ experience we specialise in the
design, fabrication and erection of structural and secondary steelwork, operating across all sectors of the
construction industry.
Caunton Engineering’s reputation is for engineering excellence in the Design and Build sector and working with
Consulting Engineers on major developments.
We pride ourselves on our ability to remain agile and, as a result, offer a personalised service to our clients. The
company is a Gold Status holder within the Steel Construction Sustainability Charter and committed to
delivering Net Zero by 2050.

Gibraltar General Hospital
Steelwork despatched from England and Caunton-erected on the Rock of Gibraltar
Caunton Engineering, completed a significant structural steel
project in Gibraltar for JV Fitzpatrick Contractors and Rotary.
The project involved the conversion of a major concrete
framed office block, built originally for a local telecoms
corporation, into a quality hospital building which will form an
extension to the Gibraltar General Hospital. The site is within
Gibraltar’s vital Europort area on the water-front, with site
access and temporary
storage
necessarily
reduced to a minimum.

in order to accommodate extra plant rooms necessary
for the hospital services. The existing roof itself as a
result, of course, had to be stiffened substantially too.
Furthermore the contract included additional stiffening
work from the basement area up to the roof to
accommodate both additional lift shaft steelwork and the
floor stiffening required to accommodate this.
In addition a link bridge was supplied, together with a
new feature entrance canopy. An interesting and varied
project – but not so easy to manage from over 2000
miles away.

The original seven-storey
building, never in fact to be
occupied, was required to
receive
an
additional
storey, in effect added to
the top of the existing roof,
Client: Gibraltar General Hospital Trust
Main Contractor: Fitzpatrick Contractors & Rotary J.V.
Engineer: Ross & Parters
Architect: Devereaux Architects Limited

Stoke Mandeville Hospital - New Medical Units
Renowned hospital, housing worlds largest spinal injuries department, is further enlarged ...
Caunton
Engineering
supplied
steelwork to extend the facilities of
the world famous hospital, the Stoke
Mandeville Hospital, near Aylesbury.
Working within an operational hospital
environment is difficult enough, but
the extensions in places overhang the
existing building. The attention to
safety for all, and the attendant
erection expertise required, must
therefore be of the highest order in
such circumstances.
These
extensions
include
requirements for medical, surgical

assessment and paediatric services as
well as a major day unit and operating
theatres, The interesting architectural
design features a range of courtyards
and in this particular instance
Caunton’s crane and mobile elevated
working platform (known as a cherry
picker in the trade) were able to work
conveniently and efficiently from within
one of these areas.
Caunton’s contract included for the
supply of over 800te of structural
steelwork, mainly beam-and-column
braced frames up to three storeys in
height, plus the metal decking and
through deck stud welding and metal

staircases,
all providing
early access
for following
trades when
required.
The hospital
extension
itself provided beds for a further 220
patients and an additional 16,000m2
of new hospital accommodation. An
excellent example of how steelwork
speeds the construction of new much
needed
national
healthcare
resources.

Client: Stoke Mandeville Hospital Trust
Main Contractor: Carillion, formerly Alfred McAlpine Capital Projects
Engineer: White Young Green
Architect: HLM Design International
Tonnage: 800 tonnes

Circle Health Birmingham Hospital, Birmingham
Caunton have supplied the steelwork for a private hospital in Birmingham
Caunton have supplied the
steelwork for a private hospital in
Birmingham by major contractor
Simons
Construction.
Interestingly,
the
design
separates the clinical and the
hospitality functions in two
distinct
wings,
with
all
departments accessed from the
main central atrium.
Caunton have supplied over
500te of framing structural
steelwork,
with
the
most
challenging element being the
Clinical Wing and Theatres
space, which is built off a podium
concrete deck, which then
formed the Under-croft Car Park.
With flexibility in mind, the lift
shafts & stair cores were
designed higher for the Hospital /
Clinical Wing, allowing for a
future extension.

The client is Circle Health, a company Most recently Caunton supplied the steelwork
that runs hospitals, rehabilitation and frame for a new car park at the Heartlands
health services in the UK.
Hospital, Yardley in Birmingham, which is a
member of the Heart of England NHS
Caunton are pleased to have worked Foundation Trust. In 2012 Caunton supplied
at yet again improving health services and erected the steelwork for an extension to
in the West Midlands.
Good Hope Hospital in nearby Sutton
Coldfield, also a member of this Trust.
Main Contractor: Simons Construction
Engineer: Bryden Wood
Architect: Bryden Wood
Tonnage: 500 tonnes

Queen Mother Hospital - Thanet, Kent
A major extension to an established hospital opened three months early
Caunton Engineering have supplied and erected over
1000te of structural steelwork for a 120.000 sq ft extension
to the Thanet General Hospital in Margate.
Steel was selected as the framing material very much for
its benefits in speed of construction. The main contractor
Birse Construction reports the scheme was completed
under a fast track programme in only 78 weeks, allowing
the wing to open 3 months earlier than planned – a
testament indeed to steel’s advantages in speedy
construction.
The extension, shown in the left photograph under
construction, was designed by Rust Consulting. It
accommodates a range of hospital facilities – A&E, wards
and operating theatres, care and treatment units and a

hydrotherapy pool. – Thus demonstrating further benefits
of framing in steel. Steel’s flexibility helps to
accommodate the requirements of these very disparate
hospital functions.
The extension funded by the Thanet Healthcare Trust
has now been named the Queen Mother Hospital – in
memory of, may we most respectfully say, very much a
“lady of steel”.
Client: Thanet Health Care Trust
Main Contractor: Birse Construction
Engineer: Rust Consulting
Architect: Rust Consulting
Tonnage: 1,030 tonnes

Kettering General Hospital - Catheterisation Unit
Built over the air-rights of the existing hospital

Caunton Engineering have been
employed at Kettering General
Hospital to help build the new
Cardiac Catheterisation Unit. They
are working for Medicinq Ltd., the
Procure
21
NHS-framework
contractor – in actuality a team of

four major contractors. Simons
Construction is the lead contractor for
Medicinq in this case.
The project involved building over the
“air rights“of an existing single storey
hospital building. Caunton erected a
sequence of two storey portal frames
(one pitched) over this building. These
required massive 914x419 Universal
Beam sections for the 20-metrespanning floor beams.
The site was extremely difficult to
access. A 250te mobile crane was
necessary to erect both steelwork and

Client: Kettering General Hospital NHS Trust
Main Contractor: Medicinq Ltd in J.V. with Simons Construction
Engineer: David Smith Associates
Architect: Gotch Saunders and Surridge
Tonnage: 300 tonnes

pre-cast concrete floor planks, from
outside the footprint of the building.
Fire engineering benefited the
design of the frame – the floor
beams were sprayed off-site with
intumescent paint, while the
columns were in fact boarded.
Resistance to vibration is so
important in such sensitive areas.
The area where the sensitive
cardiac catheterisation equipment
is housed required substantial floor
stiffening
thereby
minimising
induced vibration. This was a
requirement that steel was readily
able to accommodate.

The Babraham Institute, Cambridge
- Bio Development Building
A new three storey building for cutting edge bio medical research
Caunton have been working for Marriott Construction at
the esteemed Babraham Institute located near the
University City of Cambridge.
Those working there undertake innovative biomedical
research to discover the molecular mechanisms that
underlie normal cellular processes and functions, and how,
over lifetime, their failure or abnormality may lead to
disease. The institute provides its scientists with an
extensive infrastructure of central support services and
with privileged access to a number of scientific service
companies. In addition, the Institutes support services offer
possibilities for external contract work. The current fiveyear programme of development of the central campus will
also see all research groups housed in an interconnected
set of modern laboratory buildings with an adjacent
building housing all the scientific service facilities. Caunton
provided the steelwork for the Bio Incubator Building now
being used by start up companies.
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Client: The Babraham Institute
Main Contractor: Marriott Construction
Engineer: Colin Toms & Partners
Architect: SMC Charter Architects
Tonnage: 260 tonnes
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